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BEMIO



What is BEMIO

Workflow: BEM → BEMIO →WEC-Sim
◦ The BEMIO (Boundary Element Method Input/Output) functions are
used to preprocess the BEM hydrodynamic data prior to running WEC-Sim.

Purpose
◦ Read BEM results from WAMIT, NEMOH, Capytaine, or AQWA.
◦ Calculate the radiation and excitation impulse response functions (IRFs).
◦ Calculate state space realization coefficients for the radiation IRF.
◦ Save the resulting data in Hierarchical Data Format 5 (HDF5).
◦ Plot typical hydrodynamic data for user verification.

Implementation
◦ Includes .h5 file, MATLAB (hydro) data structure

Locations
◦ Functions: \\WEC-Sim\source\functions\BEMIO
◦ Documentation: https://wec-sim.github.io/WEC-

Sim/master/user/advanced_features.html#bemio



readWAMIT Reads data from a WAMIT output file (*.out)



readNEMOH Reads data from a NEMOH working folder



readAQWA Reads data from AQWA output files



readCAPYTAINE Reads data from a Capytaine netcdf file



combineBEM Combines multiple BEM outputs into one hydrodynamic ‘system’



radiationIRF Calculates the normalized radiation impulse response function

𝐾 , 𝑡 = ∫
,

cos 𝜔𝑡 𝑑𝜔



radiationIRF Calculates the normalized radiation impulse response function

TCI

NOTE: Make sure simu.cicEndTime <= TCI



radiationIRFSS Calculates the state space (SS) realization of the radiation IRF



excitationIRF Calculates the excitation impulse response function

𝐾 𝑡 = ∫
,
𝑒 𝑑𝜔



writeBEMIOH5 Writes the hydro data structure to a .h5 file.

HDFViewer



plotBEMIO Plots the hydrodynamic data



BEMIO tutorials in \WEC-Sim\examples\BEMIO

o WAMIT

o NEMOH

o Aqwa

o Capytaine

o compareBEMIO

Data structures
o BEMIO

o https://wec-sim.github.io/WEC-Sim/advanced_features.html#bemio

o .h5

o HDFVIEW: https://support.hdfgroup.org/products/java/hdfview/

Examples and Usage



compareBEMIO

Sphere comparison available in: \\WEC-Sim\examples\BEMIO



BEMIO Tutorial Practice

You can go to this folder in WEC-Sim to follow along:
\\WEC-Sim\examples\BEMIO\WAMIT\RM3



State Space Representation of IRF

It is desirable to represent the radiation convolution integral in state 
space form. This has been shown to dramatically increase computational 
speeds and allow utilization of conventional control methods that rely on 
linear state space models.

An approximation will be made as Kr is solved from a set of partial 
differential equations where as a linear state space is constructed from a 
set of ordinary differential equations. 



After executing bemio.m with the default options, 
you should have Figures that pop up similar to 
those on the right.

BEMIO Tutorial Practice



BEMIO Tutorial Practice



BEMIO Tutorial Practice
Let’s increase the R2 threshold to 0.99
hydro = radiationIRFSS(hydro, [ ], [0.99]) 
Default is 0.95



BEMIO Tutorial Practice
hydro = radiationIRFSS(hydro, [ ], [0.999])



BEMIO Tutorial Practice

>> doc simulationClass



How does changing the upper wave frequency limit on the IRF?
Perhaps the BEM hydrodynamic data is poor and needs to be cut off.

BEMIO Tutorial Practice



BEMIO Tutorial Practice

Depending on the BEM solver, mesh quality, and size of your device the 
hydrodynamic coefficients can be reported with noise and nonphysical solutions. 

Since the BEM solution defines the WEC response, poor BEM data can lead to 
unstable WEC-Sim simulations. 



BEMIO Tutorial Practice

Cut-off frequency is too lowCut-off frequency is sufficiently high



BEMIO Tutorial Practice

Cut-off frequency is too lowCut-off frequency is sufficiently high
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Thank you
For more information please visit the WEC-Sim 
website:

http://wec-sim.github.io/WEC-Sim
If you have questions on this presentation please 
reach out to any of the WEC-Sim Developers on 
GitHub:

https://github.com/WEC-Sim/WEC-Sim



normalizeBEM Normalizes hydrodynamic coefficients 

𝐶 , 𝜌𝑔⁄ - linear stiffness
𝐴 , 𝜌𝑔⁄ - added mass
𝐵 , 𝜌𝜔⁄ - radiation damping
𝑋 𝜌𝑔⁄ - exciting forces


